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Our Mission 

The 2020s are starting off to be one of the most disruptive decades ever. The time is now to elevate new 

leaders who will harness this disruption to benefit humanity. To do this, we’ve created The Future 

Leaders Academy. 

think2perform RESEARCH INSTITUTE advances moral, purposeful and emotionally intelligent leadership. 

Since 2016, we’ve done that by funding research on leadership in those areas and freely sharing what 

we’ve learned with leaders around the world. Funding leadership research is core to our mission. 

The Future Leaders Academy builds on our strong foundation in leadership research to promote 

leadership capacity building among promising young people. The Future Leaders Academy is especially 

intended for youth from low income and underrepresented communities. 

Future Leaders Academy     Dates: January 2023 - June 2024 

 

Apply by Nov 6, 2022 
 

 

The Future Leaders Academy prepares high-achieving high 

school juniors and seniors, as well as college freshmen and 

sophomores, to become exceptional leaders in their 

homes, communities, schools and workplaces. 

The program pairs students with more experienced leaders 

as they complete a five-month, virtual leadership 

development workshop where Future Leaders learn about 

topics such as: 

• Defining Leadership 

• Learning and Leveraging Emotional Intelligence 

• Is Your Calling Calling? 

• Moral Leadership 

• Five Levels of Leadership 

 

 

After the leadership workshop is complete, Future Leaders 

and Mentors will come together for a one-day, in-person 

mentorship kick-off celebration in Minneapolis. 
 

At the celebration, each Future Leader and Mentor team 

will showcase the goals they’ve developed for a yearlong 

mentoring relationship. 
 

• Every student who completes the program will receive  a 

certificate of completion acknowledging they are a 

think2perform RESEARCH INSTITUTE Future Leader, a 

credential they can highlight on job and school 

applications. 

• This program is provided at no cost to Future Leaders, 

their families or educational institutions. 
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  Learn More:  Exec Dir Brian Hammer, PhD  |  bhammer@t2pri.org  |  https://www.t2pri.org/the-future-leaders-academy/ 
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